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360º Defence
The Earth is under attack from invading aliens! They 
must be stopped! Use angles to destroy the enemies in 
this tower defence game. Build and upgrade your towers 
to save the planet from invaders.

Add It Up
Test your mental agility with this fast paced adding game.
Create number chains to reach a target score as quickly 
as possible. 

Sci-fi 

Maths 

Puzzle

Maths 

Alien Escape
Aliens have broken out of their cells at Moon Prison 
Alpha. As a guard you need to stop them from escaping. 
Answer questions to arm yourself with the latest in 
paintball technology. Stop as many waves of aliens from 
escaping as possible. Sci-fi 

Shooting

MCQs

Atom Lab
Welcome to the atom lab. In this game you need to build 
requested atoms. In the atom building business time is 
money so you need to make as many atoms as possible 
within a time limit.

Sci-fi

Science

Casual

Maths

Artist: Paint Sum Pictures
It’s time to get artistic in this colourful arithmetic based 
game. Choose from a selection of pictures to paint. The 
paint, however, will not attach to the canvas unless you 
correctly answer a mathematical sum. Grab your paint 
brush and lets 'Paint Sum Pictures'.



Coming Soon: Paperpult

Shooter

Action

Get ready for some paperpulting fun. Your aim is to knock 
over the sketched fortifications and men using a catapult 
fashioned from every day stationery. You will have to set up
the angle and the power of your shots. Try and complete 
levels using as few shots as possible in order to gain more
points. All that is left to say is... ready, aim, FIRE! 

Maths

Category

Coming Soon: Shape Mania
Construction of a new building is under way in 
Shapeopolis and the builders require your assistance.
Your task is simple; you need to fill crates with shape
materials that will be used further up the construction.
Make sure all the shapes you have fit in the crates and 
the lid can fit on, otherwise they can’t be moved and 
you’ll have a lot of angry builders to deal with.   

Maths

Puzzle

Coming Soon: Shelved
Shhhhhhh! People are reading. This is a simple 
categorising game where you need to place themed 
books onto their corresponding shelf. You might have to 
sort books from either English, Maths or Science based 
topics.

Science

Coming Soon: Short Circuit
Welcome to the Sparks Workshop, making circuits since 
1903. As a trainee electrical engineer we must see if
you have what it takes to work full time at the Workshop.
You will be given specific circuits that you need to 
complete correctly within a given time limit. Complete
as many as you possibly can to prove your electrical 
skills.

Maths

Action

Sci-fi

Coming Soon: Triangulate
Hoards of alien triangles have amassed near to earth,
threatening its survival. As a portal pilot you are tasked 
with sending these creatures back to where they came 
from. To do so you need to create triangular portals 
around the aliens whilst avoiding being hit by them. You 
will need to create specific triangles that match particular 
triangle species and shapes. Make your planet proud.

Multi Topic



Shooting

MCQs

Coming Soon: Coconutted
Roll up, roll up! Test your skills in this all time classic 
carnival game. Answer questions to gain ammunition. 
Then try and knock over as many coconuts as possible. 
Can you knock all of them over? Will you be good 
enough to win a cuddly toy?

English

Coming Soon: Magically Qwerty
In this game you need to defend your castle walls against
the goblin hoards who want to steal your gold. Choose 
a wizard to protect the walls from the warty invaders. You 
need to type out spells correctly and as quickly as possible 
to defeat the enemies. Stop as many as you can before
you are overwhelmed. May the light conquer over 
darkness.

Coming Soon: Game on Darts
Get ready to play some darts. You can play three 
different game types which are target score, countdown
and blackout. In target score you need to reach a certain
score in as few darts as possible. In countdown you need
to get from a score to zero in as few darts as possible.
In blackout you need to reach a target score in as few 
darts as possible but you can’t use a section more than
once.

English

Action

Maths

Shooting

Coming Soon: Grammar Cannon
Welcome to the articulate artillery. Your job is to fix 
linguistic problems using nothing more than your brain and 
a fifty pound grammar cannon. You need to modify rotten 
sentences by blowing away the incorrect grammar and
punctuation with a scribblesplosion! Then you need to fire 
in the correct amendments. Good luck.

Coming Soon: Hook a Duck
Roll up, roll up! Test your skills in this fourth and final 
classic carnival game. Answer questions to gain hooks 
then try and catch as many ducks as possible. Avoid the 
devil ducks and keep an eye out for the golden ducks and
goldfish for bonus points. 

MCQ’s

Multi Topic

Multi Topic



Shooting

MCQs

Bowled Crazy
Get your bowling shoes on and prepare for crazy ten pin 
action. Bowl on ramped lanes or undulating lanes, either 
way this will not be your average bowling experience.

Bridged
In a strange and mysterious mountain pass, crossing
rivers is done a little differently. Here you will need to
spell bridges in order to construct them. Try and cross 
as many rivers as possible before your fuel runs out. Be 
careful though, as any incorrectly spelled bridges will 
break when you try to cross them and you’ll end up 
floating down the river.

Casual

Bubble Drop
In Bubble Drop you need to make chains of matching 
pictures and accumulate as many points as possible. 
Larger scores can be gained by creating longer picture 
chains. 

Category

Casual

English

Coloured Words
Test your mental capabilities in this brain training game. 
The aim of the game is to select the correct colours for 
falling words. You have to either select the colour that a 
word says or select what colour the words are. Prepare 
to have your brain stretched! 

Duck Shoot
Roll up, roll up! Test your skills in this all time classic 
carnival game. Answer questions to gain ammunition 
then shoot down as many targets as possible. Can you
knock all of the targets down?

Casual

Puzzle

Multi Topic



Maths

Feed the Speed
It’s time to put the pedal to the metal in this high-octane 
racer. The aim is simple; get around the track in the fastest 
time possible. Go the distance, become a champion and 
above all else.... 'feed the speed!' 

Feed the Speed: Ice Truck Racing
Put your pedal to the metal in this second vehicular 
instalment... Ice Truck Racing. As a high speed trucker 
your aim is to deliver cargo to the neighbouring villages 
in a frozen tundra. Race the clock, deliver the goods and 
as always.... 'feed the speed!'  

Racing

Casual

Racing

Flight Math
This is not your regular flight simulator. This flight simulator 
will not only test your flying prowess but your mental 
arithmetic. You need to fly through correct answer rings in 
order to gain points.

Casual

Fly By
Good morning recruits! Your mission, if you are daring 
enough to accept it, is to liberate vital supplies from the
villainous enemy. You must liberate the correct supplies 
that HQ has specified. Avoid other supplies as they are
surely sabotaged. Tally-Ho and chocks away! 

Food Factory
Welcome to the Food Factory; the first factory of its kind 
to use artificial intelligence. We take pride in making the 
finest cuisine in the land. Unfortunately the machines 
have a tendency to break. As our new employee you 
need to make sure ingredients go in the cooker and
broken machine parts go in the furnace. No one wants 
a rivet burger after all! 

Action

Category

Shooter



Coming Soon: Bot Boxing
Get ready for the biggest night of robot boxing. The current
world champion, Rocket Red, is throwing down the 
gauntlet to whoever is brave enough to challenge him. 
This fight will require brains as well as brawn in order to 
win. Answer multiple choice questions in real time to hit
your opponent before they have a chance to hit you. Are
you strong enough to beat Rocket Red?

Coming Soon: Bounce
Help Sketch navigate his way up the The Page in this 
balloon bouncing game. You need to bounce on correct 
balloons in order to progress higher. Don’t land on any 
incorrect ones though or you might be in for a hard 
landing. Get as high up The Page as you can. You never 
know, you might get to the top.

Action

MCQs

Casual

Category 

Coming Soon: Buccaneer Booty
Argggghhh! Avast ye landlubbers! In this game there be
treasure waiting for an enterprising pirate to find. It just so 
happens that you have the map and a pack of clues to help 
you find them. Use your geographic knowledge of maps 
and coordinates to decipher the clues and discover the 
loot.    

Geog

Puzzle

Coming Soon: Cat’s Phrase
Ladies and gentlemen welcome to the new game show...
Cat’s Phrase. Join Tommy Tomcat for a night where 
anyone can be a winner. In this game show Tommy will
give you a sentence where he has left out every alternate 
word. All you need to do is fill in the blanks from a list 
of possible answers.  

Coming Soon: Circulator
In this pipe puzzle game you need to correctly connect
the flow of blood from the heart to particular organs. Link
oxygenated blood (red pipes) to an organ so it can 
continue to function properly. You also need to link the 
deoxygenated blood (blue pipes) back to the heart. Make
a complete blood circuit to keep the body working.

English

Science

Puzzle

Multi Topic



Coming Soon: Archer Ace
Roll up, roll up! Test your skills in this all time classic 
carnival game. Answer questions to gain arrows and then 
shoot the moving targets. Simply try and get the highest 
score with the arrows available to you. How many 
bullseyes can you get? Shooting

Multi Topic

MCQs

Casual

Maths

TiltED
This is all about balance and precision. The aim is simple: 
get the ball to the end marker. Through a number of 
challenging levels your hand-eye coordination will be 
greatly tested.

Casual

Wild Card
Higher or lower and choose your colour. Test your 
probability skills in this prediction card game. Your 
challenge is to successfully predict what type of card 
(higher or lower, red or black) is going to come next. 

Word Comic
Test your English skills in this interactive comic book 
game. In this particular comic the words for the pictures 
are all spelt wrong. As the editor, your job is to select the 
right spellings for the corresponding pictures.

English

Casual

English

Word Crunch
A simple word game testing your vocabulary and spelling. 
You are given a jumbled word grid and need to identify 
specific words from it. You simply need to clear the grid 
as quickly as possible.



Sci-fi 

MCQs

Casual

English

Hooked
It’s time to go fishing. In these linguistically charted 
waters there are a number of weird and wonderful fish 
ready to be caught by the experienced fisherman. Such 
fish include the Noun Trout, the Verb Turbot and the 
Adjective Cod. Catch as many specific fish as possible 
within the allotted time whilst avoiding dangers such as 
sharks and sea mines. You may need a bigger boat!  

Category

Kebab Hero
Are you hungry? Then come on down to the Kebab Hero. 
You will need to take customer’s orders and serve them 
as quickly as possible. Wait for the right ingredients to fall 
from the 'food shoot' to make a correct order. Your shift is 
not that long so we need lots of orders to get served.

Language Luggage
This game will test your foreign linguistics. A flight has 
just landed at ED Airways and the passengers are ready 
to collect their luggage. The passengers are from all 
over the world and their luggage is labelled in their own 
language. You need to sort it and give it to its rightful 
owner.  

English

Category

MFL

Meteorite Strike
Meteorite strikes are imminent! Echo is a class five deep 
space mining ship. As a new crew member you must 
prevent the regular meteorite storms from hitting the ship. 
Answer questions to arm your cannons and try to hold 
back as many waves of meteorites as possible. 

Oui!

Pack ‘N’ Go
Supply and demand has never been so demanding! You 
are in charge of a haulage company supplying stock to 
stores. This is a categorising game where you need to 
order category boxes into their correct vehicle. Fill vehicles 
as quickly as possible with the right boxes and get them to
the stores before they run out of stock.

Category

Multi Topic



Casual

MCQ’s

Shooter

Paintball Z
Undead cardboard zombies are terrorising the world 
and turning people into paper pulp. You must use your 
cunning and wisdom in order to survive. Answer 
questions to gather supplies and paintball ammunition. 
You must survive as many waves of cardboard undead 
as possible or risk being turned into pulp.  

Pathode
Assist BA-11 in traversing the codesphere. Unfortunately 
its auto-directional functions have malfunctioned so you 
will need to code its movements yourself. Help it to 
overcome multiple code layers to get to the end node.  

Sci-fi

Puzzle

Pengo
Help Sketch in another adventure to reach the end of The 
Page. Navigate over dangers and obstacles to reach your 
destination.

MCQ’s

Action

PeriscopED
Up periscope! You are a submarine captain and your 
mission is to blow up as many of the enemy positions as 
possible. Select correct coordinates in order to hit the 
enemy when you fire your torpedoes. 

Road Hog
You are a pig who has just escaped from the local 
butchers! Unfortunately a busy main road is between 
you and freedom. The aim is to cross the road without 
being turned into pork chops. You need to answer 
questions correctly in order to do so. But time your 
answers right so you don't get hit by traffic.  

Maths

Shooting

Multi Topic

Multi Topic



Casual

Rolling Rolling
Lets shake, rattle and roll! It's time to see just how good 
your probability skills are. Your aim is to correctly predict 
the outcome of your dice rolls. Try and get as many right 
in a row to increase your score multiplier and to become a 
rolling rolling ace.

Maths

Shoot the Fruit
Crossbows at the ready! Test your maths skills in this fruit 
shooting game. Your aim is to complete sums by shooting 
fruits that have the answers on them. Get as many 
answers correct with the available bolts. If you are good 
enough then you may even get the Midas touch.

Maths

Shooting

Spelling Bee
In this game you are a bee. You are not just any bee, 
you’re a spelling bee. You collect pollen from the spelling 
sunflower. As a worker bee you need to avoid misspelt 
sunflowers and collect the pollen from the correctly spelled 
ones. This is important as you don't want pollen that is 
going to make substandard honey. The better the pollen, 
the yummier the honey.

Spell-o-rama
Invented by Dr Lang, the spell-o-rama is the latest in 
linguistic innovations. Use the machine to physically 
build words correctly. The sentence manufacturers are 
always in need of words for their construction teams, 
so get building!  

English

Casual

English

English

Spell-o-vision
Dr Lang has been busy building more linguistic inventions.
His latest is the Spell-o-vision, a machine designed to
quicken your mind and language skills. As a willing test
subject you get to try it out, lucky you. Your aim is to 
correctly type out what the television is showing you. Try
and do this for as many images as possible within the 
time limit.


